
BUCKETS

SHOW THE EARTH 
WHO IS BOSS



 

MISMATCHING OF BUCKETS WITH HAUL  
EQUIPMENT COSTING YOU PRODUCTIVITY?
Filling a haul truck with three and a half buckets rather than three 
is inefficient no matter which way you spin it, but mines around 
the world make this kind of mistake with buckets every day.

Not correctly payload matching your excavator, shovel  
and wheel loader buckets with your haul trucks means  
you’re giving away productivity and money with every load.  
Not to mention the increased cost of equipment maintenance 
and general wear and tear, that is often unseen. 

We believe that’s not good enough.

BETTER PAYLOAD MATCHING IS  
ONLY PART OF THE PROBLEM
Mining buckets live a hard life with some only in cycle  
for a matter of months before needing refurbishment. 
Conventional bucket builders aren’t experts at refurbishment, 
while conventional bucket rebuilders lack the engineering and 
design expertise of the specialist bucket manufacturers.

With Schlam you get both. 

THE BARRACUDA IS THE  
COMPLETE SOLUTION
The bucket is the business end of the load and haul process.  
A poorly designed bucket will slow productivity and performance 
of the load and haul ecosystem. The biggest is not necessarily 
best; that’s why a fit for purpose solution engineered to suit the 
conditions is critical to maximise the investment in your  
dig machine.

Our Barracuda range of excavator, shovel and wheel  
loader buckets are custom made for your ground conditions, 
commodities, material properties and OEM earthmoving fleet.  

From high production lightweight buckets through to 
armoured buckets, each attachment is tailor-made to get  
the best out of your fleet of load and haul equipment. 

When it comes time to refurbish your Barracuda buckets, 
return them to us and we’ll make them like new again. We have 
been refurbishing buckets for over 20 years. From 20 tonne 
hydraulic excavators through to 1,600 tonne rope shovel 
dippers operating in some of the world’s harshest digging 
environments. 

BARRACUDA BENEFITS

CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR YOUR APPLICATION 

ENGINEERED TO MATCH YOUR FLEET’S PAYLOAD POTENTIAL 

DEDICATED BUCKET DESIGN AND BUILD TEAM

SHORT LEAD TIMES

BARRACUDA FEATURES

DESIGNED TO SUIT ALL MINING EQUIPMENT

LINERLESS OPTION

MAINTENANCE-FREE OPTIONS

CUSTOMISED WEAR PACKAGES

FILL YOUR 
TRUCKS IN 
LESS TIME  600+

BUCKETS SOLD AND  
REFURBISHED



Head Office

435 B&C Dundas Road 
Forrestfield 6058 
Western Australia

SPEAK TO OUR  
PAYLOAD TEAM TODAY
AUSTRALIA   (08) 6148 5555 
INTERNATIONAL  +61 8 6148 5555 
EMAIL   PAYLOAD@SCHLAM.COM

schlam.com

ABOUT SCHLAM

What we do at Schlam is make mining equipment more productive. How we do 
it is by solving the payload and maintenance challenges that keep mines from 
being better tomorrow than they were today. We started in 1996 as a problem-
solving engineering business. Today, we provide payload solutions to mines on six 
continents and our maintenance people are high achievers in every discipline.


